
FRANKENSTEIN AND HUMANITY

Somewhat the same can be asked of Victor Frankensteinâ€”not whether he is human or not (he is), but in what ways
does he forego important.

However, some people try to get these benefits away from other individuals. Shelley, Mary. The being is
acting as any human would in matters of survival. After Frankenstein abandons the creature in response to his
immediate disgust and repulsion, the monster feels a strong sense of misery. The Creature also displays
physical reactions to extreme emotionsâ€”the final defining feature of Sensibility. The threats he received to
leave were deliberate and painful. In the beginning of his life, we get to see how a human might experience the
world. While Victor readily accepts previously established social laws, The Creature questions them, and
though both feel extreme forms of emotion, The Creature only has these tendencies when he is discriminated
against. He shows a concentrated pursuit of science throughout the novel as well; his thought processes
reflecting the logical, fact-based individual he had become after college. Frankenstein brings the creature into
life, he is at once like a baby, barren and desolate in the mind, but capable of learning and withholding
knowledge, identical to the qualities of a human child. To turn him loose in the manhood of his physical
strength The creature was not always compassionate, but neither were the rest of the characters, as you noted.
Both The Creature and Victor are portrayed as intelligent and insightful thinkers, but The Creature possesses
tendencies of questioning the structures of society and human thought that Victor lacks. This calls upon the
ongoing nature vs. As one student wrote: "Fertility wasn't included in the agreement, and after all, the devil is
in the details. Does he not dream as humans do? From happiness to grief, The Creature continually articulates
and feels emotions that advocate his humanity. In general, both the creature and humans in the novel used
violence in times of negative emotion, such as fear and unhappiness What I found most interesting from your
post was questioning if we are less human when we are not acting in humane ways. And even if the
she-creature were created without a uterus, she would "freak out when she realizes she can't bear children. The
presence of the compound emotions outlined alludes to his sensitive and moral nature even as he is just
beginning to notice them. Author: Dave Villacorta. I posed this question in class and asked the students to
write about it. Along with becoming aware of his feelings the being acquires more knowledge. The intention
of the creation tells whether the result would be a human being or of some other nature. Once a monster, the
being is in control of his actions. They are to write on "Frankenstein," developing a thesis either on what they
think Mary Shelley sees as an essential human trait in the novel, or on who bears more responsibility for what
goes wrong in the storyâ€”Victor Frankenstein or his creation. It was his fault she was in jail and it was his
fault she died. Victor fears to be associated with his creation, so he overlooks the truth. Was I then a monster,
a blot upon the earth from which all men fled and whom all men disowned? Three paragraphs on, another
man-shape arrives off the side of the ship on a fragment of ice, alone but for one sled dog. The monster is
patchwork, animated by some unclear process. As previously stated, Sensibility can be viewed as a
characteristic of human behavior, and those who display Sensibility as a character type show more humanity
and humility than those who do not. Luther College's mission statement calls us to "embrace diversity and
challenge one another to learn in community," and to be "enlivened and transformed by encounters with one
another, by the exchange of ideas, and by the life of faith and learning. Shelley had her own personal ordeal,
which surely imprints her novel. Harvard University Press,  Apologists regarded the Africans as subhuman,
improvable perhaps by Christianity and a work ethic, but alarming if released, especially the men. Body Work.
At this point, the creature sinks into utter isolation of disappointment.


